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Revisiting the Image of "Bushmen Tea" 
Jean-Lo'ic Le Quellec, 
Research Director, CNRS (French National Centre for 
Scientific Research) 
• 
W ith the mere reproduction of a rock painting on a box of 
rooibos tea, suggestions and even requests are being 
made on the reader. The fact that it is a rock painting 
connotes the past and even Prehistory. The short bow 
"traditional" knowledge. Yet, the first stereotype only relies 
on a perception naturalising the San and defining them as 
being "close to nature", when in fact only their culture 
matters. As to the second stereotype, ancient communities 
were just as prone to mistakes as modern ones and that, as 
far as traditions are concerned , some are absolutely 
appalling. 
Rooibos container. The Achterfontein brand was created in 2008. The logo adapted from a bushman painting. (photo M. Leclercq) 
brandished by one of the two painted characters, labels him 
as a San (i.e. "Bush man") hunter. Yet, he is also carrying a 
swollen bag on his back: that makes him a hunter-gatherer. 
But what did he gather? The other character who is 
standing on the right and starting to pour the content of a tea 
pot on the ground, like a propitiatory libation, gives us the 
answer. As such the whole painting works like a puzzle to 
be deciphered as follows: "bush men + tea", i.e. one of the 
English names of rooibos. 
Thus it is suggested that there exists a connection 
between San and rooibos, and even that the use of the 
plant as a type of tea, reached us through them. We are 
required to believe that this is part of their heritage and that 
using rooibos is somehow primeval , or at least extremely 
old, going back to Prehistory (the San being commonly 
associated with the beginning). In this way, two stereotypes 
are being called upon: that of the hunter-gatherers, 
possessors of ancestral knowledge and experts on nature's 
secrets, and that which gives more worth to "old" and 
What do we know about the origin of the use of "rooibos" 
(Aspalathus linearis) as a herbal tea? While there are no 
clear mentions about rooibos in the texts written by 
missionaries and naturalists of the 18th and 19th centuries\ it 
is often asserted by promoters or pharmacologists2 , on 
Internet in particular, that the oldest known reference 
appeared under the pen of Swedish botanist - and pupil of 
Linnaeus - Carl Peter Thunberg (1743-1828) who travelled 
in the Cape region from 1771 to 1773, and who wrote a 
Flora Capensis. In his travelogue, he noted that "of the 
leaves of the Borbonia cordata, the country people made 
tea,,3. But Borbonia cordata was the old name for 
Aspalathus cordata , which is not rooibos4 • In other texts, 
Thunberg gave a list of useful plants of the Cape and their 
usage: "for tea, the Borbonia cordata; for coffee, the 
Brabejum stellarum; etc. "s. Once more, it is not the actual 
plant called rooibos which is mentioned , but a related plant. 
Yet, these are the only two testimonies from which it is now 
asserted, for example, that "the Khoisan, an old Bushman 
tribe from the mountainous regions west of the Cape [. . .] 
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harvested rooibos and, after fermenting the leaves, made 
herbal tea from it for medicinal purposes,,6, or that 
"centuries ago, rooibos was a drink of the Bushmen, who 
chopped the bush's stalks, bruised them, and let them dry in 
the sun,,7. The idea that this drink was inherited from old San 
traditions is thus substantiated. 
But let us not be hasty in this regard for, in addition to the 
lack of precision on the species mentioned, Thunberg's first 
passage, as described above, mentions only "country 
people", which could certainly designate those he called in 
other parts of his book "Hottentots", "Hottentots Bushmen" 
or Namaqua Bushmen", according to the usage of the time. 
But he could just as well have been referring to the various 
Dutch settlers who offered him accommodation on their 
farms during his journey, which is in fact the general sense 
given to the expression "country people" or "peasants" in 
the 18th century in the Cape Colony, where it always refers 
to Dutch settlers8 • The list of the second quote includes 
also, in addition to that famous local tea, European plants 
such as Cercis siliquastrum or Securigera coronilla, which 
were introduced to South Africa and which the said farmer-
settlers used to make hedges. Moreover, while Thunberg 
gladly gives the common names of the plants used by the 
"Hottentots", he does not do so for the Borbonia - alias 
Aspalathus - which he said, was used as tea. The fact that 
he mentions that it was "for tea" , while Brabejum stellatum 
was "for coffee", could suggestthat, for the peasants, these 
plants were only substitutes. Finally, plant guides and 
synonymic dictionaries give a whole series of names for 
rooibos: Bush tea 9 , Kaffirtea 'O, Mountain tea, red bush tea" , 
Bushman tea'2, Koopman's tea, naaldtee ou Naaldthee 
(= "needle tea ''), bossiestee (= "bush tea''), veld tea, rankies 
tea, maktee'3. Strikingly, all these names are either in 
English, Dutch or Afrikaans, while no Khoisan name seems 
to have ever been reported for the plant'4 . Koopman's tea, 
based on some anthroponym of Dutch origin, even refers to 
it as being the tea of a certain Koopman , whose name 
means "merchant". 
Let us recall that the drink and its name, "tea"/"tee", 
appeared in Europe in 1610, via the Dutch of the Dutch East 
India Company. It was only in 1650 England that people 
began to speak of "that excellent and by all physicians 
approved China drink, called by the Chineans Tcha, and by 
other nations Tay, alias Tee" ,5. Without playing devil's 
advocate, we must admit that all this does not plead in 
favour of high antiquity and does not reinforce the 
hypothesis according to which the use of rooibos as tea is of 
Khoisan origin. Could it be that the tea-loving Dutch 
settlers, whom Thunberg met in the Cape region in the 
18th century, used a local plant as substitute to prepare their 
favourite drink, and that this practice spread to local 
neighbouring populations? 
While we cannot decide for sure, we can at least wish 
that the now frequent reference to rooibos as being of very 
old origin, be better argued in the future. Indeed, cultural 
traits of great social importance are ascribed great age ... 
which is frequently contradicted by historical data. The 
mythicisation of cultural traits can happen very rapidly. The 
example of the horse (of recent introduction obviously) that 
appears to be essential to these groups, and seems to go 
back to time immemorial. Yet, the use of that drink, 
aristocratic at first, became popular only during the second 
half of the 19th century in Morocco '6 and Mauritania 17, from 
1875 to 1880 in Libya 18 and during the mid 20th century in 
Central Sahara. 
While marketing and promotion today can no longer be 
envisaged without the use of "brand images", "pictograms" 
and other visual identities, the rooibos tea packaging 
photographed above is one of those 19 packages that have 
led to an nth manipulation of the image of the "Bushmen", 
thereby contributing to their mythicisation. In the 
photograph, their role of ancestors and transmitters of 
culture is automatically suggested by a rock painting on 
which one character holds an English-style tea pot of a type 
made in Europe at a time when the Khoisan of the Eastern 
Cape were systematically being slaughtered 20 • Even if the 
San from the Cape had already been making pottery since 
700 Ce21 , and even if the oldest reference to Khoi pottery in 
the Eastern Cape actually comes from Thunberg who saw 
some in the reqion of Gamtoos River in 1772-177322 , a tea 
pot in the hand of a San on a rock painting is as strange as 
Lautreamont's famous "chance meeting on a dissecting 
table of a sewing machine and an umbrella". Nonetheless, 
this rock painting still illustrates the reconstitution process 
calling on a South African past which is so distant that it is 
perceived as being a historical and anyone can appropriate 
it. Where the image of the rock painting uses elements from 
previous centuries, it then becomes possible to project 
towards the future a constantly reinvented identity. 
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